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Getting started 
 
 

Congratulations on your purchase of a Furuno sonar.  If you have used sonar before you probably 
already understand just how powerful a tool it can be.  But like any other of your onboard tools (Radar, 
GPS, Fish finder, etc) initially there is a brief learning curve to go though.   

 
This booklet contains some helpful information to start you pinging.  The best way to get started is 

right at the dock.  Here you can learn how easily your sonar will display a target.  Unlike radar where you 
have the added benefit of seeing a target with your eyes and then being able to compare it to a target on the 
radar screen, with sonar you usually will not have that luxury (unless the target is floating on or near the 
surface).  So while at the dock lower the soundome and take a look around you.  What can you see?  Piling, 
rows of docks, the breakwater or does the sonar screen look like a colorful blob?   If it is the latter, let’s 
spend a little time now to learn how to fine-tune and clean up the picture.   

 
First set the sonar on the 200ft Range, 0 degree tilt, front panel Gain to 3 and scan 360 degrees. Since 

you are at the dock and probably in fairly shallow water, reset the sonar’s output power to minimum and the 
pulse length to short.  To do this press the MENU key and use the cursor to highlight the COM 1 menu.  Use 
the arrow keys on the cursor pad to highlight and change the OUTPUT POWER from high to low and the 
PULSE LENGTH from long to short. REMEMBER TO RESET THESE LEVELS TO HIGH AND LONG 
BEFORE YOU LEAVE THE DOCK.   Press the MENU key again to clear the menu from the screen.  
Watch the sonar display as the pulse length and power is lowered; after a few sweeps you should see much 
less red in the sonar picture.  These next steps will be the most critical in the fine-tuning process; they are the 
GAIN, TVG and CLUTTER settings.  The front panel Gain control sets the total system gain for the sonar 
and the two TVG controls (LEVEL and DISTANCE) are used to reduce short-range clutter.   The rule-of-
thumb on the TVG controls is “Less is more” or the lower the TVG settings the more short-range targets you 
will see.  TVG stands for “Time Varied Gain” and acts the same as STC “Sensitively Time Constant” on 
your radar.   To find these controls press the MENU key and use the cursor to highlight HORZ.  Use the 
cursor pad to highlight and change both the TVG LEVEL and DISTANCE settings to “0”.  Once this is done 
press the MENU key to hide the menu.  What happened to the targets on the sonar screen?  Now turn both 
of the TVG controls to “9” to see what effect they have.   With this high of TVG setting you probably have 
very few (if any) targets left on the screen.  Now gradually lower the TVG levels and watch the targets as 
they return.  Normally the TVG controls will end up with a setting of between 1-4.  How are the targets now?   

 
Now that you have cleaned up the screen with the TVG controls let see what effect the CLUTTER 

control has.  Again as with the TVG settings “Less is more”.  Press the MENU key and find the CLUTTER 
control under the HORZ column.  Use the cursor keys to set the CLUTTER at 0 and press the MENU key to 
look at the sonar display.  Note the amount of blues and greens that are being displayed.  Now press the 
MENU key again and set the CLUTTER to 3 and press the MENU key.  See how most of the blues and green 
have been deleted from the sonar display leaving the harder orange and red targets?  Normally once you 
find a good CLUTTER setting you will rarely need to change it.   

 
Ok, were you able to fine-tune the sonar so you could see your current underwater surroundings?  

Great if not give me a call and we can walk though the controls again.  If you were successful you are ready 
for the next step, using the sonar in open waters.  Remember to use your sonar in conjunction with your echo 
sounder.  When you see a target on the sonar, steer towards that target and confirm what you saw with the 
sonar on your echo sounder.   

 
Hopefully this introduction will start you off in the right direction but if you should have any 

questions please give me a call.  Good fishing. 
 

Steve Bradburn 
Furuno USA 

Office 206-706-4093 
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